Systematic profiling of clinical missence mutation effects on the intermolecular interaction between human growth hormone and its receptor in isolated growth hormone deficiency.
Isolated growth hormone deficiency (IGHD) is the most common pituitary hormone deficiency and can result from congenital or acquired causes. Among the known factors, genetic mutations in human growth hormone (hGH) remain the most frequent cause of IGHD, which influence the binding of hGH to its cognate receptor (hGHbp). Although previous studies have systematically investigated the residue importance at hGH-hGHbp complex interface, the molecular role of IGHD-associated residue mutations in the complex function still remains largely unexplored. Here, a total of 21 known hGH naturally-occurring missence mutations that have been clinically observed to be involved in IGHD disorder are collected and confirmed by original literature; they effects on the conformation, energetics and dynamics of hGH-hGHbp recognition and interaction are dissected at molecular level by using atomistic dynamics simulations, binding energy calculations and fluorescence spectroscopy assays. A systematic profile of hGH-hGHbp binding response to these clinical missence mutations is created, based on which it is revealed that (i) most mutations have appreciably unfavorable effect on the binding, which potentially destabilize the complex interaction, while only very few are predicted as moderate stabilizers for the complex system, and (ii) these disease-related mutations can locate either at complex interface or in hGH protein interior far away from the interface; both can influence the complex binding through either direct interaction or indirect allostericity. Two mutations, E100K (non-interface) and G146R (interface), are identified to address potent destabilization effect on hGH-hGHbp complex system; they can reduce the complex binding affinity by 8-fold (Kd changes from 0.76 to 5.9 nM) and 46-fold (Kd changes from 0.76 to 34.7 nM), respectively.